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Abstract - Organic, eternal living water does not exist on this finite-life planet. Modern scientists, meta-physicists and spiritualists claim they have either 
found or produced “living” water but what they are oblivious to the fact that the current state of water (H2O) on this planet is “dead” water due to certain 
energy mutations controlling the planetary grids and human bio-energy fields. Hydrolase is the real, atomic living water (DS3: H2O2He3, DS2: O2H2N3 
organic, conscious, living water atomic matter), which is the “water-matter-base” (hydro-acoustic) compound element of which our 144 organic living 
elements are composed. This research paper will offer a revolutionary perspective on organic, living water and how to naturally produce hydrolase within 
the physical body. 
 
Index Terms – consciousness, evolution, matter, morphogenetic field, quantum physics, water 

——————————      —————————— 
 
Introduction 
 

Throughout ancient human history, man’s quest 
for eternal youth and the waters of life can be traced back 
as far as the pre-ancient Sumerian cuneiform tablets known 
as the “Enûma Eliš” and the “Epic of Gilgamesh”. 
However, true living, eternal-life water is not found nor 
produced on this finite-life planet or in our finite-life 
bodies. The reason for this has to do with specific bio-
energetic, genetically-engineered mutations created within 
our DNA blueprint as well as the planet, which prevent 
real, living water from being produced within our bodies 
and on this planet. Hydrolase is the actual, eternal-life, 
living water, which can be produced via my proposed 
perspective of the “Solar Synthesis, Deuterium Depletion, 
and Hydrolase Transfiguration Principle”.  
 
Hydrolase 
 

Hydrolase is the organic, perpetual, eternal-life 
water (DS3: H2O2He3, DS2: O2H2N3 organic, conscious, 
living water, atomic matter) that is the hydro-acoustic 
compound element of which our 144 organic living 
elements are composed (hydro-acoustic meaning “water-
matter-base”. For example, our brain is a hydro-acoustic 
engine that requires oxygen, water and good fats to operate 
at its maximum efficiency.  

 

 
           Figure 1.  Step-down Conversion for Living/Dead Water 

 
Hydrolase originates as a pre-substance compound 

(H2O2He3) in dimensional-sphere three (DS-3) and then 
later transforms into an atomic substance (O2H2N3) here in 
dimensional-sphere two (DS-2) in where we currently 
reside. Hydrolase as a pre-substance compound consists of 
prana, which carries joules (units of stored heat). Prana 
splits into: 

a. Prana (+) (positive charge, clockwise rotation CW, 
2/3 quantum, missing electron)  

b. Prana (-) (negative charge, counter-clockwise 
rotation CCW, 1/3 quantum, missing proton)  

 
This process is the start of eternal, living light particles that 
become molecules of elements, which is the creation of 
conscious beings. [1] 
 
Solar Synthesis  
 

In a breatharian physical, atomic body, hydrolase 
is produced via a process called “solar synthesis”, which 
allows for chemical changes in the body permitting the 
cellular structure to transmute and momentarily transform 
into light particles.  

 
A breatharian is a “perpetual-life” being that does 

not have to feed off another life form to survive. Instead, a 
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breatharian breathes in sunlight through their eyes and skin 
to nourish its biological form. Solar synthesis is this 
genuine process by which human breatharians can breathe 
in and out via the skin. The area in the physical, atomic 
body where hydrolase is stored is located in the fontanel 
area (the rear of the head). One of the main reasons why 
our homo sapien-2 biological forms cannot perform solar 
synthesis is due something known as the “calorene” fields 
that block the natural functions of solar synthesis. 

 
Calorene fields consist of calorene crystals, which 

are reverse-spin, reverse-polarity, fractured crystalline light 
structures generated through the shattering of the natural 
scaylon unit crystals that are high-jacked by the finite-life, 
Fibonacci encryption code, which feeds of the scaylons and 
are dragged in and distorted 23.5 degrees. Calorene crystals 
form within the morphogenetic field projection level of our 
crystal body. [2] 

 
A scaylon is a synthesis of infinitesimal, light-

sound, fission-fusion energy units known as a “source 
particle”. Scaylons cluster with other scaylons to create 
dimensionalized, crystalline energy structures that are the 
foundation morphogenetic field blueprint upon which all 
matter materializes. Scaylons constitute the frequency 
spheres of sound-light whereupon the entire manifest 
creation sphere is structured. The cosmic, unified field of 
consciousness is comprised of clusters of crystalline 
scaylons. The homo sapien-2 genetic code is built upon 
scaylons, which comprise the morphogenetic field 
blueprint of electro-tonal, electromagnetic energy. 
 
Hydrolase Transfiguration, Deuterium 
Depletion, and Source Particle Phasing 
 

“Hydrolase Transfiguration” is part of the natural, 
organic, breatharian anatomy and is the process of 
introducing a neutron into the hydrogen atom. However, 
this does not naturally occur here in the finite-life, black-
hole system known as The Milky Way galaxy as there is no 
neutron within a hydrogen atom found anywhere on this 
finite-life planet.  The principle I propose is that in a 
perpetual-life, galaxy, system, planet, or living being, there 
exists a neutron within the hydrogen atom and is called 
“The Neutron Aperture”. It is through this neutron 
aperture, a perpetual-life, eternality being transmutes back 
into light via moving their consciousness inward through 
the neutron aperture of their atom. As a result, perpetual-
life breatharians re-spiritualize the physical matter through 
frequency, a process that the public sector, university 
educated scientists are not privy to or taught. 
 

Deuterium (D) is an isotope of hydrogen and exists 
within all natural water (approximately 150 parts per 
million-PPM) on this finite-life planet. [3]  Deuterium 
contains a proton and neutron in the nucleus of the atom; 
the extra neutron doubles the weight and mass of the 

hydrogen atom and is often refereed to as “heavy 
hydrogen”. Research indicates that deuterium is related to 
mutations in the DNA, as well as DNA damage. Deuterium 
influences the shape of molecules and enzymes, which are 
involved in DNA synthesis and repair, slows DNA 
replication, producing transcription errors and hindering 
DNA repair. According to NASA, the number of 
irreversible errors in the DNA sequence is directly 
influenced by deuterium. The lower the concentration of 
deuterium, the lower the frequency of the irreversible 
errors in DNA structures. [4]  

 

 
Figure 2. Hydrogen vs. Deuterium 

 
The mechanisms of hydrogen bonding are also 

affected by the presence of deuterium, which causes 
abnormally strong hydrogen bonds that stiffens proteins 
and requires more energy to break during metabolic 
reactions. Hydrogen bonds perform a significant role in 
DNA structure and helical shape. Another reason 
deuterium has a negative effect on the DNA is the class of 
proteins and enzymes that play a role in DNA replication 
and repair make extensive use of hydrogen bonds. 
Deuterium also blocks the normal proton movement in any 
proton pathway including the pathways involved in ATP 
or energy creation. [5] 

 
For the past two decades, scientists have 

investigated the effects of water with reduced amounts of 
deuterium or deuterium-depleted water (DDW). Since 
water is a primary source of hydrogen and most living 
organisms are made up of 75% water, the biological effects 
of deuterium-depleted water have been highlighted in 
hundreds of studies conducted on plants, animals and 
humans. [6] 
 

The Solar Synthesis-Deuterium Depletion- 
Hydrolase Transfiguration principle proposes that when 
deuterium is naturally removed from water, the 
morphogenetic encryption of the neutron from the 
deuterium imprints unto the hydrogen molecule via a shift 
in the angular rotation of particle spin (Spin 1 to Spin 1/2) 
caused by the perpetual fission-fusion process of “Source 
Particle Phasing” that is perpetually occurring at the 3-
dimensional, step-down elemental production level.  
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Figure 3. Hydrogen with Neutron Aperture 

 
The mechanism by which Source Particle units 

continually transform conscious energy into bi-polar 
light energy emission scalar waves and reverse back to 
ante-polar sound vibration waves is called “Source Particle 
Phasing”. Through perpetual cycles of Source Particle 
phasing, units of matter phase “on” through fission into bi-
polar particle and anti-particle materialization assembled 
upon scalar waves of light energy emission, then phase 
“off” via fusion into omni-polar, ante-matter sound 
vibration, perpetually cycling between the manifest and 
non-manifest condition.  

 
Figure 4. Source Particle Phasing 

Modern, public sector, university educated 
scientists, physicists, mathematicians, biologists or 
chemists are not taught this information. Electromagnetic 
energy is generated via the repeated cycling of energy as 
the omni-polar, ante-matter Source Particle units 
generating a current of sound vibration propel their energy 
into bi-polar SP- and SP+ s c a l a r  waves of light 
energy emission.   Energy thrust multiplies into the 
anti-particle SP+ v i b r a t i o n  point as electrical force.  
At that p o i n t ,  i t  contracts into the particle SP- 
vibration point, generating magnetic attraction. Through 
the attraction of the ante-matter Source Particle pattern, 
SP+ a n t i -particles and SP- particles are reassembled 
together into a condition of fusion. At the time of fusion, 
the energy of the SP- and SP+ converts, the bi-polar scalar 

standing waves of light energy emission restoring to their 
original omni-polar ante-matter condition of Source 
Particle units. Once restored to the Source Particle state, 
the activity repeats as the Source Particle generates fission 
and replication.  
 

As a result, solar synthesis, deuterium depletion, 
and hydrolase transfiguration, can repair the waters in our 
physical bodies subsequently the waters restore to us back 
to health as the waters receives and re-integrates with its 
organic, spirit form. Currently, all water molecules have a 
polarity reversal that causes them to prevent merger with 
their natural, spirit body counterpart (opposite or adjugate 
twin). When opposite or adjugate twins merge together 
they form celestalline, the transitory and short-lived 
element, which is not even on the public sector elemental 
chart (144+). When celestalline materializes, physical 
atomic form and spirit form merge together and transmute 
into light particles for multidimensional transportation or 
spontaneous healing. 
 
Celestalline – Celesmiac - Celesma 
 

Celestalline is the chemical element of atomic, cellular 
transmutation and is an organic, perpetual, stable element 
found within perpetual-life systems and eternal-life beings 
(O2He3WH2). However, it is a temporary, unstable and 
short-lived element within this finite-life system and finite-
life beings (H2N3AUO2). My theory on “Quantum 
Morphogenetic Cellular Transmutation” proposes that 
celestalline materializes in the biological DNA through 
scalar energy frequency activation of the introns via the 
chemical access DNA sequences within the hydrogen 
bonds when the particles and anti-particles in the DNA 
blueprint vector codes merge to transfigure the base-
acceleration code pair of each scaylon into an 
electromagnetic micro-merkaba field. Simply stated, 
celestaline is manufactured within the DNA as it 
materializes within the hydrogen bonds that connect the 
DNA spirals. [7] 
 

This is the process of “quantum morphogenetic cellular 
transmutation” in which the hydrogen molecules transform 
and release the element Celestaline for the intention of 
biological, cellular transmutation. When the introns are 
activated to a certain level, this grants your DNA the 
temporary ability to create celestalline, which opens the 
neutron aperture, the nucleus of your atom. A minimum of 
fifty percent (50%) “Living light quotient” is needed to 
trigger quantum morphogenetic cellular transmutation and 
the production of celestalline within the hydrogen bonds. 
Additionally, re-introducing nitrogen into the water 
correspondingly triggers hydrolase transfiguration. 

 
The embodied living, light quotient represents the part 

of the physical, atomic structure that has achieved quantum 
cellular transmutation (re-enlightenment). The light 
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quotient determines whether the physical body is able to 
transmute into light particles and the determining factor 
lies with what type of light radiation your atoms consist of; 
whether your atoms hold the living radiation, “Triad” 
eternal-life light (perpetual light) or the finite-life, reverse 
polarity, “Vesica Pisces” light (frozen light). 
 

Let us postulate there are two types of light formation. 
One is naturally occurring and has a tri-particle set (Triad); 
it has one top sphere and two radiation spheres on the 
bottom. The other is a mutation of the Triad and is in the 
vesica pisces configuration where there are only two inter-
locking radiation spheres that cannot phase, therefore it 
cannot reproduce its own its quantum of energy. The 
Eternal-Life, Tri-Particle (Triad) Living Light can phase and 
spark and continues producing its quantum. 

 

 
Figure 5. Eternal-Life, Living Light Triad 

As celestalline fluid comes in contact with oxygen (O), 
it desiccates to a fine dust, instantly fracturing into inert 
elemental flakes. Celestalline dust is an organic, biological 
compound discharged by the physical body upon death of 
the physical body with the condition that the consciousness 
is able to achieve quantum cellular transmutation or   
interstellar gateway transit.  Only small amounts of 
authentic celestalline dust can be accumulated via lightly 
brushing the skin after a physical body has expired or 
transited through an interstellar gateway. Upon ingestion, 
uncontaminated celestalline dust is an effective healing 
supplement only if it is immediately collected and stored 
for it can temporarily generate 12-Strand DNA blueprint 
stimulation for accreting a person’s original dimensional 
sphere, eternality blueprint. 

 
The Origins of White Powder Gold 
 

The pre-ancient Egyptians understood and revered 
celestalline and attempted to collect it and even artificially 
manufacture it into the substance called “white powder 
gold”. Tainted and aged celestalline dust residue (celestron 

dust), also known as “mummy dust”, was collected from 
the mummified bodies of the Egyptian royals. This less 
potent, darkened celestron dust accumulated from the 
corpses of the mummies was restored, strengthened and 
combined with gold powder to produce “black powder 
gold”.  

 
Celestron dust creates temporary effects that included 

increased physical endurance, immunity against disease 
and expanded mental capacity and consciousness. Due to 
this, celestron dust became a treasured product especially 
once specific bio-energetic mutations genetically blocked 
multidimensional perspective as the substance could 
temporarily induce momentary interdimensional viewing. 
[8] 

 
Despite the evident significant effects of ingesting 

celestron dust upon one’s health and consciousness, the 
substance progressively fragmented the natural scalar wave 
blueprints of the introns by accreting higher dimensional 
frequency unsystematically into the introns of the natural 
electromagnetic sequence. This produces the condition 
known as “cellular compaction” or progressive 
compression and eventual destruction of the DNA 
blueprint resulting in irreversible DNA mutations and 
ultimately degeneration of the physical body and mental 
capacities. 
 

The more powerful fresh, whitish-yellow-gray 
Celestron dust immediately collected after death became 
known as 'White Powder Gold', as when it was combined 
with powdered shavings of elemental gold and several 
other ingredients, it retained the strength of it's chemical 
properties for longer periods of time. This adulterated and 
impure celestron dust was used by certain Illuminati 
Pharaohs such as Akhenaton to activate psychic abilities by 
artificially activating the higher DNA strands of the DNA 
blueprint. Akhenaton ingested white powder gold in the 
same manner people today use DMT and other 
“enlightenment” inducing plants and 
chemicals.  Ultimately, his search for chemically-induced 
enlightenment and ego gratification led to his social 
dysfunction and mental insanity as this distorted practice 
leads to the permanent incapacity of the lower DNA 
strands, substance addiction and ultimately insanity. [9] 
 

Celestron dust became most popular amongst the 
Leviathan Anunnaki human hybrid races and to some 
unfortunate celestial humans who fell to the powers of its 
seduction. According to the pre-ancient, Sumerian 
cuneiform texts, in Nibiru and Anunnaki cultures, there 
were times periods when certain humans (indigo humans) 
were hunted and captured in order to forcibly collect the 
celesmiac residue for consciousness and life expansion 
purposes, as well as for interplanetary gateway travel.   
Celesmiac is a physical residue left behind by a body that 
has experienced atomic quantum transmutation.  It is a fine 
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crystalline, whitish, yellow-gray by-product and is 
temporarily radioactive. With celesmiac residue, an average 
of twelve (12) physical bodies were needed to harvest 
enough celesmiac for their purposes.   It has been used 
similar to sixth, multidimensional sphere LSD.  The 
Anunnaki would capture members of the eternal-life, 
Indigo human races and induce collect celesmiac residue 
from their physical bodies by utilizing scalar, photo-sonic 
technology to induce the transmutation process within the 
introns.  This scalar technology would stop the 
transmutation process prior to the person undergoing full 
atomic transmutation, in which they generally had three 
minutes to collect the celesmiac residue before the person 
spontaneously combusted from this devious process. [10] 
 

In present day, several variations for the manufacture 
of substances resembling white gold powder, which 
includes the lesser “monoatomic gold” products have been 
introduced into scientific, as well as the metaphysic 
communities.   Absolutely none of these mixtures contain 
genuine celestron powder, therefore cannot reproduce the 
original potency of ancient gold powder products. 
However, with repeated use, this would progressively 
create the same type of negative side effects.  When external 
plant-based or chemical-based products or supplements are 
utilized to stimulate expansion of consciousness, the 
supplement owns the power the user does not. The 
potentiality of recovering our natural latent powers of 
consciousness expansion and biological transmutation lies 
within reprogramming our introns through scalar, plasma, 
crystalline sound technology, which progressively 
generates higher-dimensional identity accretion and 
natural DNA blueprint stimulation.  
 
The Benefits of Sungazing 
 

Sungazing is the process of gazing at the sun during 
the first hour after sunrise or the last hour before sunset 
when the sun’s UV rays are very minimal to avoid eye 
damage. The theory is that the sun is the source of life 
within this solar system and accreting the energy from the 
sun: 
 

1. Activates the pineal gland as the energy of the sun 
travels through the eyes stimulating the 
hypothalamus tract leading to the area of the brain 
where the pineal gland resides. 

2. Increase the size of the pineal gland, which 
naturally decreases in size as we age. 

3. Increases the production of serotonin and 
melatonin.  

4. Decreases stress. 
5. Decreases the desire to eat since the energy of the 

sun nourishes the physical body. 
6. Increases energy levels. 

This hypothesis has four basic steps to explain the 
energy-metabolic mathematics. [11] 

1. Reducing calorie requirement by chronic 
adaptation. 

2. Deriving basic energy from cosmic source-chiefly, 
`sun energy'. 

3. Utilizing the energy in the efficient way and 
recycling the same in his body. 

4. Genetically or phenotypically a different body 
disposition. 

The 9 Progressions of Materialization [12] 
 

1. E-TH-UR (Consciousness) – Perpetual Source 
Consciousness Field 

2. Plasm – Five (5) Pre-Substance Types, formed in 
physical, atomic body 

3. Protoplasm – One (1) Pre-Substance Compound-
Element Hydrolase; formed in the Hydro-
infrasound body 

4. Vapors – Two (2) Pre-Matter Substance Types; 
formed in the physical atomic body 

5. Metallic Electroplasma – Six (6) Pre-Matter Metallic 
Substance Types; formed in dark matter body 

6. Hydroplasma – Six (6) Central-Atomic-Matter 
Substance Types; formed in core light body  

7. Thermoplasma – Five (5) Inner-Atomic-Matter 
Substance Types; formed from inner light body  

8. Ectoplasma – Three (3) Middle-Atomic-Matter 
Celestallon Substance Types; formed from middle 
light body  

9. Endoplasma – One (1) Outer-Atomic-Matter 
Compound-Element Hydrolase Living Water; 
formed from Hydro-sound body, base for our 
organic 144 endoplasma water elements  

 
The 12 Stages of the Evolution of 
Consciousness to Matter Materialization: 
(Consciousness to Pre-Substance States)  
 

E-TH-UR (pre-substance ether) consciousness 
pulsation from the Source Field progresses through the 
center of the Light/Spirit-Sound-Hydro form “local Source 
Field” to the spirit form, then to the dark matter form, then 
eventually to the light form center and into the 
“Transfiguration Energy Conduit” system of the physical, 
atomic form to begin the transfiguration sequence. [13] 
 
The Five Stages of Pre-Matter 
 

The five (5) pre-substance, conscious, plasms 
transfiguration sequence; pre-Source particle creation born 
of E-TH-UR consciousness transfiguration within the 
personal, planetary and solar atomic body. [14] 
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The Pre-Substance Elemental Protoplasm: 
 

1. Pre-Substance (Stage-1): Plasm-1, cool, crystalline 
E-TH-UR (FEELING) “Stream” 

2. Pre-Substance (Stage-2): Endoplasm-2, warm, 
liquid E-TH-UR (EMOTION), heated-liquid vapor 
(NOTION) 

3. Pre-Substance (Stage-3): Thermoplasm-3. 
electrified, heat vapor E-TH-UR (THOUGHT) 
“Clouds” 

4. Pre-Substance (Stage-4): Hydroplasm-4 Liquid-Gel 
(IDEA-gel) 

5. Pre-Substance, Stage-5; Ectoplasm-5 Ethereal-
String-Crystalized E-TH-UR (IDEA crystals)  

 
Stages 6 to 12 
 
Stage six consists of the pre-substance compound that is 
conscious, hydro-infrasound, protoplasm living pre-water 
created via “elemental protoplasm transfiguration” within 
the light form and hydro-infrasound form. [15] 
 
The Elemental Protoplasm Hydrolase Pre-Substance: 
 

6. First, original hydro-infrasound, pre-substance 
compound Hydrolase (DS3- H202He3; DS2- 
O2H2N3 organic, conscious living pre-substance-
water)  

  
Stage seven (7) consists of the pre-matter conscious vapors 
created via “hydrolase transfiguration” within the personal, 
planetary & solar atomic form. [16] 
 
The Hydro-Thermo Vapor Pre-Matter Substance: 
 

7. 1st hydro-vapor, hydro-plasmic, pre-matter 
substance HYDROS (DS3- H2, DS2-O2 “molecular 
oxygen”) 

8. 2nd Therma-vapor Thermo-plasmic Pre-Matter 
Substance ECTOS (DS3-O2He3, DS2- H2N3)  

 
Stage eight (8) consists of the six (6) pre-matter, conscious 
metallic, electro-plasmas created via “hydro-thermo vapor 
transfiguration” (Source Particle birth phasing) within the 
dark matter form.  
 
The Metallic Pre-Matter Base Elements: 
 

9. First, original pre-matter plasmic element Source-
Spirit Stillpoint Void - “Golden-Silver ONE” (DS3- 
WPd, DS2- AUAG “golden-silver” #126) 
Conscious, perpetual, vibrating infrasound-
radiation ether substance 

10. First, original pre-matter plasmic elemental pair 
Source-Spark Light-Intention (DS3-WH2e, DS2-
AU02Pt) Source-Seed Sound Intention (DS3-Pd, 
DS2-AG “silver”) 

11. First, original pre-matter plasmic elemental triad 
prana spirit radiation (DS3-H2Re, DS2-O2Pt 
“molecular oxygen & platinum”), Light 
(electromagnetic vapor-radiation light) (DS3-W 
Tungsten, DS2-AU Gold) Vibration (DS3-V 
“Vanadium”, DS2- Ti “Titanium”)  

 
Stage 9  
 
The six (6) core, atomic conscious hydro-gel, liquid-light 
hydroplasmas born of metallic transfiguration (Light Body 
Phasing) within the core light form. The Core Phasing 
“Prana Radiation Nobilities” Hydro-geleziac Irradiant 
Atomic-Elemental Matter Base: [17] 
 

12. First, original Hydro-gel Hydroplasmic Matter 
Atomic Nobility Elemental Protos (H “Hydrogen”) 

13. First, original Hydro-gel Hydroplasmic Matter 
Atomic Nobility Pair Lotos (He “Helium) Sotos 
(Ne “Neon) 

14. First, original Hydro-gel Hydroplasmic Matter 
Atomic Nobility Triad Logos (Mind Matrix) (Kr 
“Krypton”), Eiros (Sound Imprint) (Xe “Xenon”), 
Ethos (Light Imprint) (Rn “Radon”)  

 
Stage 10  
 
The five (5) inner-matter, conscious thermal Ether-Vapor 
Thermoplasmas born of core phasing transfiguration (Core 
Phasing) within the Inner Light form. [18] 
 
The Inner-Matter Thermal-geleziac Electromagnetic 
Atomic-Elemental Inner-Light-Matter Base: 
 
Creates the “15 States of Thermoplasmic Atomic-Matter”: 

15. Plasmos- (fire-ice) frozen, ether-cloud 
16. Magnos- (fire-crystal) ether-crystal 
17.   Hydrose- (fire-water) ether-liquid-flows 
18. Thermos- (fire-air) ether-gas–vapors 
19.  Electros Vapor–(fire-vapor) ether-flame-vapor 

 
Stage 11  
 
The three (3) middle-matter conscious Crystalline-Electro-
Light Ectoplasmas born of the Inner matter transfiguration 
(Inner Phasing) with the Middle light body. [19] 
 
The Ecto-geleziac Crystal-Light Atomic-Elemental Middle-
Light Matter Base: 
 

20. 1st Ectoplasmic Crystalline-Electro-Light Atomic 
Matter CELESTALLON 

      (DS3-O2He3WH2VN2, DS2- H3N3AUO2TiHe2 
polarizes to become Celestalline and Celestallite) 

21. 1st Ectoplasmic Crystalline-Electro-Light Atomic 
Matter Pair: 
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     CELESTALLINE (DS3-O2He3WH2, DS2-H2N3AUO2 = 
Ectos + Electromagnetic vapor-radiation light+ Hydros) 
     CELESTALLITE (DS3-O2He3W, DS2-H2N3AU = Ectos + 
Light) [18] 
 
Stage 12-A  
 
Atomic Hydrolase Organic Living Water: 
The one (1) Outer-Matter Compound Conscious Hydro -
Sound Atomic Endoplasma Living Water-Light birthed of 
Outer-Matter Transfiguration (Outer Phasing) within the 
Outer Light Body. [20] 
 
The Crystalline Liquid Light Endo-geleziac Crystalline-
Liquid-Light Atomic-Elemental Water-Matter Base: 
 

22. 1st Hydro-Sound Atomic-Substance Compound 
HYDROLASE (DS3-H2O2He3, DS2-O2H2N3 
organic, conscious, Living Water Atomic Matter, 
the 1st Endoplasmic Compound-Element “atomic 
seed” in Atomic Outer-Matter Materialization)  

 
Stage 12-B  
 
Endoplasmic Water-Matter: 
The 144 Outer-Matter Elements Conscious Hydro-Sound 
Atomic-Endoplasma, Living Water-Light created of 
hydrolase transfiguration (solar synthesis and five-sided 
transfiguration within the Light-Hydro-Sound Body). [21] 
 
The 12 Atomic Elemental Families: Endo-geleziac Atomic-
Elemental Water-Matter Base: 
 

23. First twelve (12) endoplasmic, Hydro-Sound 
Water-Matter Families: 

      1-H, 2-He, 3-Li, 4-Be, 5-B, 6-C, 7-N, 8-O, 9-F, 10-Ne, 11-
Na, 12-Mg  
 

CONCLUSION 
 

H2O is considered “dead” water because it is 
missing specific elements and atomic numbers (DS2: 
O2H2N3) that cannot be force bonded together in a 
laboratory. This has to materialize organically through: 

• Solar Synthesis via Sungazing and Grounding 
• Hydrolase Transfiguration via Solar Synthesis 
• Lowering deuterium levels in the body from 

150ppm to 90ppm via ingesting deuterium-
depleted water and frequent cryotherapy sessions. 

• The first 12 stages of materialization process 
 
If subjects can bring this into their own internal body water, 
this will initiate the bodies’ ability to reclaim solar 
symbiotic breathing. 
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